Big data processing is driven by new types of in-memory database systems. In this article, we apply performance modeling to efficiently optimize workload placement for such systems. In particular, we propose novel response time approximations for in-memory databases based on fork-join queuing models and contention probabilities to model variable threading levels and per-class memory occupation under analytical workloads. We combine these approximations with a nonlinear optimization methodology that seeks optimal load dispatching probabilities in order to minimize memory swapping and resource utilization. We compare our approach with state-of-the-art response time approximations using real data from an SAP HANA inmemory system and show that our models markedly improve accuracy over existing approaches, at similar computational costs.
database characteristics, such as variable threading levels and memory occupation. Research is increasingly focusing on management problems of this kind. In particular, recent work on consolidation and scheduling of applications in cloud environments emphasizes the importance of accounting for different resource and workload dimensions in order to find good solutions to provisioning problems [Zhang et al. 2014; Mastroianni et al. 2013] . Several other works address the challenges of predicting workload performance using machine-learning techniques, buffer pool, and queueing models [Duggan et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2013; Elmore et al. 2013; Schaffner et al. 2011a ], but lack in accounting for the highly variable threading levels of analytical workloads when processed by in-memory databases.
As a consequence, this article introduces a novel load dispatching framework to address decision support challenges in both planning and operational phases. It tackles the problem of placing analytical workloads on in-memory database clusters, which provide back-ends for cloud-based services. In particular, our framework seeks workload routing probabilities that can load balance instances of in-memory databases. Thus, it can be directly used inside an in-memory database management framework. Alternatively, our framework can be used to guide what-if analyses that explore the effects of different hardware system configurations on performance and total cost of ownership.
The contribution of our work is twofold. First, we introduce a novel queueing predictive model to describe the levels of contention of in-memory database resources and to capture key properties of these systems, such as response times and request throughputs. Second, we propose an optimization-based formulation in order to seek optimal load dispatching probabilities. The link between the two is established by integrating the predictive model into our optimization framework. This allows us to determine the likelihood that found solutions to our optimization problem will comply to service level objectives (SLOs) in place with customers. Moreover, since memory exhaustion and swapping are likelier to happen with memory-intensive analytical workloads, it is crucial that both performance and optimization models are able to capture memory constraints. Conversely, existing sizing methods for enterprise applications have primarily focused on modeling mean CPU demand and request response times. One reason for this appears to be the difficulty in modeling memory occupation. This particularly requires the ability to predict the probability of a certain mix of queries being active at any given time. However, probabilistic models tend to be expensive to evaluate, leading to slow iteration speed when used in combination with numerical optimization. To cope with this issue, we introduce a framework based on approximate mean-value analysis (AMVA), a classic methodology to obtain performance estimates in queueing network models [Schweitzer 1979 ]. We observe, in particular, that current AMVA methods are unable to correctly capture the effects of variable threading levels inside an in-memory database system. Consequently, we propose a correction, called thread-placement AMVA (TP-AMVA), that markedly improves accuracy. Our approach retains the same computational properties of AMVA, and is simple and inexpensive to integrate into optimization programs. We also demonstrate that multistart interiorpoint methods can be effectively used to solve our workload placement problem. In addition, we provide an extensive evaluation of our approach using real traces from a commercial in-memory database, SAP HANA [Färber et al. 2011] .
This article is an extension of Molka et al. [2014] . A new response time approximation is proposed here that introduces load-dependent contention probabilities, improving the accuracy of predictions significantly. Moreover, we introduce a generic optimization methodology and compare it to global optimization. Furthermore, we propose a refinement step to our optimization methodology and validate expected improvements against simulation. Our main contributions are: -A novel analytic response time approximation for in-memory databases that considers thread-level fork-join and contention probabilities -An extensible optimization methodology that seeks load-dispatching probabilities in order to optimize performance and cost for in-memory clusters subject to resource constraints -An experimental validation that confirms applicability of our optimization method for large-scale models with hundreds of servers using trace-driven model parametrization based on performance measurements from a commercial in-memory database
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the motivations for our research objective. Section 3 introduces the characteristics of our inmemory database system, and presents a novel response time approximation, which is evaluated against real traces from a commercial in-memory database in Section 4. In Section 5, we develop an extensible sizing methodology based on our response time approximation and give a numerical evaluation in Section 6. Section 7 discusses related work. We present our conclusions in Section 8 and outline future work.
MOTIVATION
In-memory databases are an important type of big data analysis system capable of processing memory-intensive workloads in a parallel fashion. In order to support sizing decisions for such systems, we develop a methodology that can be used to optimize workload placement for clusters of in-memory database systems.
One important challenge to overcome during the optimization is to accurately capture the key properties of in-memory databases, such as response times and request throughputs. However, we are not aware of any existing in-memory database performance models that are both accurate and suitable for large-scale optimization. Existing analytical approaches, such as AMVA [Schweitzer 1979] , widely used to model the performance of multitier applications [Rolia et al. 2009] , and state-of-the-art AMVA based methods, that is, fork-join AMVA (FJ-AMVA) [Alomari and Menascé 2014] , lack in correctly capturing the extensive and variable threading level introduced by analytical workloads. Moreover, the classic mean-value analysis (MVA), an exact approach to obtain performance measures in queueing networks, becomes impractical for models with more than just a few classes [Lazowska et al. 1984] . The space requirements and time complexity of MVA increase exponentially under an asymptotic population growth, whereas they are constant for AMVA. Therefore, MVA does not scale as well as AMVA when parallelism levels grow. This motivates the development of AMVA methods for use within optimization. In particular, our focus is on developing such methods for fork-join, for which existing methods are good but have margins for improvement (FJ-AMVA). To demonstrate this, we parameterized AMVA and FJ-AMVA from real traces of an in-memory database SAP HANA and compared their response time predictions with a validated in-memory database simulator [Kraft et al. 2012] . We give an excerpt of these results in Figure 1 , which depicts the relative response time error of AMVA and FJ-AMVA compared with our simulator under different workloads. We observe that using both AMVA and FJ-AMVA can occasionally result in large prediction errors. In particular, we found that our traces do not meet the exponentiality assumptions and thus the assumptions of FJ-AMVA, which is one of the reasons for its performance on our dataset. Summarizing, our results clearly motivate the need for enhanced inmemory database performance models that can cope with extensive variable threading levels introduced by analytical workloads.
Another aspect that we are interested in is the peak memory occupation of an inmemory database cluster under particular workload placements. More specifically, we infer the memory occupation from the number of jobs that are concurrently processed in such a cluster, as detailed in Section 5. To do so, we have integrated our novel response time approximation TP-AMVA into an optimization model and computed the respective number of jobs that are in contention for resources at each server. The solution of this optimization model is a workload placement, which impacts the memory occupation of our cluster. Consequently, we looked at four different workload placements in a four-server scenario and analyzed the resulting memory occupation. We considered the following workload placements: not optimized (distributing workload equally), poorly optimized (worst solution found by a local solver), optimized (best solution found by a local solver) and well optimized (best solution found by our optimization refinement step). As we reveal in Figure 2 , workload placement has a huge impact on memory occupation, indicating that improvements of memory usage up to 45% are possible compared to a nonoptimized workload placement. This strongly motivates our approach of efficiently seeking optimal workload placements.
MODELING IN-MEMORY DATABASE PERFORMANCE

Database Characteristics under OLAP
In-memory database systems provide back ends to on-premise enterprise applications and on-demand cloud-based services. In particular, in-memory databases are optimized to execute analytical business transactions, that is, OLAP. These types of transactions represent read-only workloads, thus can be entirely processed in main memory. Due to their analytical nature, OLAP workloads are not only computationally intensive but also show high variability in their threading levels. Before going into detail about the modeling of such in-memory database systems, we will discuss their diverse characteristics under OLAP workloads. For this, we analyzed trace logs from benchmark experiments running SAP HANA on an IBM X5 4-socket database server configured with 1TB main memory, collected in Jula [2012] . The benchmark was run at a scale factor of 100x and comprised a set of 22 OLAP queries introduced by SAP-H, an extension to the TPC-H benchmark with emphasis on analytical processing. We provide the results of our trace log analysis for all 22 query classes in have been obtained from isolated query runs and are shown with their respective standard deviations. For confidentiality, we have normalized our results by the respective value of class 1. In Figure 3 (a), we present the average number of CPU cores used by each query class and denote this with thread-level parallelism l. As expected, we see a strong variability of the parallelism across all query classes, which can increase contention for resources under OLAP workload mixes. In addition, we observe a varying computational expense for all OLAP queries, depicted in Figure 3 (b). We further reveal the memory-intensive character of OLAP workloads in Figure 3 (c) by showing the peak physical memory temporarily occupied during the processing of queries, which varies on gigabyte scale. To emphasize the importance of compression during the execution of OLAP workloads, we demonstrate in Figure 3 (d) that our benchmark dataset with a size of 1.3 TB was reduced to approximately 65GB after conducting a warm-up run for each query class to preload required data into main memory.
Modeling TPC-H Query Execution
3.2.1. Query Execution in TPC-H Model. The TPC-H benchmark used in our experiments emulates business analytics workloads running a set of concurrent users that recurrently submit their requests to the in-memory database. Each user sequentially issues a random permutation of all 22 TPC-H query classes. After submitting a query of a specific class, the user waits for that query to complete before submitting the next query. The latter is then randomly picked out of the remaining query classes that have not been issued yet. Once an incoming request hits the database system, it will initially enter a query plan construction phase. During this phase, the SQL code structure of the query is analyzed by a query planner. Subsequently, the planner creates a job execution plan and decides how to parallelize it into multiple tasks. In SAP HANA, these tasks are then forwarded to an internal execution engine, which employs a finite number of worker threads for processing tasks in parallel, whereby the scheduling of worker threads onto available CPU cores is handled by the operating system. The query execution finishes with a synchronization phase, during which result sets need to be aggregated; thus, completed tasks have to wait for long running siblings to perform the aggregation.
Modeling
In-Memory Database Query Execution. In order to model the query execution in our experiments, we need a contention model that accurately captures hardware properties and application characteristics. We employ a multiclass fork-join closed queueing network (QN) model, in which each class models a query type. Figure 4 gives a graphical representation of our QN model for an exemplary two-class workload (blue and white). Circles in the delay center denote jobs of either class, while rectangles denote respective subtasks. In order to model the query parallelism, as shown in Figure 3 (a), and the parallel execution of query subtasks, we include a fork-join subsystem. We model CPU cores as processor sharing (PS) queues, in which service times are generally distributed i.i.d. random variables [Baskett et al. 1975] . We assume all queues to have the same processing rates and equal class routing probabilities p core r , which describe the probability of placing a class r job onto an arbitrary core. The fork construct captures the behavior of query jobs being split into several tasks on arrival at the system. Tasks are then processed by worker threads and assigned to processing cores in a probabilistic manner. After task completion, all tasks pertaining to a particular query are synchronized by means of a join construct and the query execution finishes. We further employ a delay center to capture user think times and the change of class for requests successively issued by a user-so-called class switching. With the TPC-H-based workload execution model, each user has only one job in the system at any given time. However, with class switching, the mix of classes in the system changes over time, making it difficult to decide the population of jobs to use in the closed queueing network model. For example, an experiment with C users implies that the system eventually reaches states with C class r requests running simultaneously. In the traditional approach, this problem is handled by setting the population of class r to N r = π r C, where π r is the probability of a client issuing a class r request. However, this misrepresents the maximum job population in the model, introduces problems in simulating a fractional population and occasionally makes AMVA inapplicable, since the latter assumes that N r ≥ 1. To address these issues, we set N r = C and Z r = N r / X r − R r = C/ X r − R r , for given observations of the class-r throughput X r and response time R r . Compared to the real system, our approach therefore oversizes Class r server utilization the total number of requests N = r N r = RC. However, it also oversizes their think times, ensuring that the additional requests are, on average, in think state.
Approximations to Fork-Join Queues
Approaches to solving QNs with fork-join queues via simulation, for example, in Kraft et al. [2012] , emphasize the difficulty in finding analytical solutions. We will therefore first discuss available approximations to these QNs before we introduce our novel analytical response time correction. For reference purposes, we also provide a summary of the relevant notation in Table I . The widely used exact analytical solution for closed QNs, known as mean-value analysis (MVA), determines the response time W ir for a job of class r at queueing center (core) i depending on the total number of per-class jobs N in a system as follows [Lazowska et al. 1984] :
Here, the response time is estimated by the service demand d ir of the arriving job r at core i inflated by the number of jobs already queueing at i. More specifically, d ir can be expressed as v ir s ir , the product of visits v ir to queue i and the service time s ir at queue i, required in cases in which a job is routed back to a queue before arriving at the join station. Furthermore, the arrival instant queue A ir ( N) counts for the total number of jobs queuing or being served at i at the arrival instant of a job of class r. Based on the arrival theorem for closed QNs, A ir ( N) can be expressed as Q ir ( N − 1 r ), which represents the queue length with one class r job less. MVA is applied in a recursive fashion, but gets intractable for problems with more than a few customer classes. This is addressed by Bard-Schweitzer [Schweitzer 1979] , proposing an approximate MVA (AMVA) that employs a fixed-point iteration and estimates A ir via linear interpolation:
However, temporal delays introduced by synchronization in fork-join queues cannot be described with the product-form model given in Equations (1) to (3). Since MVA and AMVA are not applicable in that case, more recent approaches have tried to address this aspect [Varki 2001; Alomari and Menascé 2014] . In particular, Alomari and Menascé [2014] propose a response time approximation called FJ-AMVA, which sorts per-class residence times in descending order and scales them by a coefficient based on harmonic numbers for better estimation of the synchronization overhead. Both approaches assume s ir to be the mean of the exponentially distributed service timesS ir . It can be shown that if s ir are the same at every queue for a particular class r,
, where s * r becomes the maximum service time of a job and
−1 denotes the t-th harmonic number for job class r with T parallel tasks. While FJ-AMVA treats the heterogeneous case, in which s ir does not have to be the same at every queue, in contrast to Varki [2001] , both fork-join approximations require exponentially distributed service times. However, in our traces, we observed that service times for all 22 TPC-H queries do not show an exponential distribution, but instead show a generally low variability. We point this out in Figure 3 (b) by listing the per-class execution times and their standard deviations, and further in Figure 5 by showing the execution times s t r of the 8 longest running threads t for a subset of our query classes r ∈ 1, . . . , 22. In our case, a maximum variability of ≈10% occurs for the TPC-H query template Q1. Hence, we think that relying on harmonic numbers is not a favorable approach for scenarios with no exponentiality in service demands, as is the case for our traces. Thus, we expect this low variability to be problematic for FJ-AMVA, which motivates the need for a response time correction that does not rely on exponential service times.
Response Time Correction
Since thread-level fork-join cannot be directly expressed with Equation (1), we propose an analytical response-time correction called TP-AMVA, which considers the placement of tasks in fork-join queues and, unlike FJ-AMVA, does not rely on exponential service time distributions. In particular, we approximate the fork-join construct with only one queue, which decreases processing time and simplifies its integration into our optimization program. This abstraction does not consider the state of individual queues, but rather the average state of the system, which follows the MVA paradigm. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, all queues are assumed have the same processing rates and equal class routing probabilities. Thus, their mean queue lengths will be the same, which makes it sufficient to consider the expression of just a single arbitrary queue if we want to enforce an SLO. Moreover, since we consider jobs to not cycle within the fork-join construct, d r = v r s r = s r .
In the following, we will give an incremental approach that is helpful to understand how each additional extension to the AMVA expression contributes to accuracy.
3.4.1. Thread-Level Parallelism. First, we introduce the query thread-level parallelism l into the MVA expression in Equation (1), since this is an important workload property, largely ignored in previous work. Our correction has the following form:
where the response time W r is calculated as the service demand d r inflated by a factor that describes the service rate degradation under processor sharing due to jobs that already compete for resources at the same queue. This factor is represented by the arrival queue length A v = Q v δ rv , which we estimated by employing the Bard-Schweitzer approximation. We then correct A v by multiplying with the class v core routing probability p core v = l v /I to estimate the per-core queue length in a system with I cores based on the query parallelism l. This is possible because we record thread-level information for each query class, allowing us to better approximate the fork-join feature. Response times W r , throughputs X r and queue lengths Q r can then be obtained by performing the AMVA fixed-point iteration. Similar to the arrival queue length, we approximate the utilization in a fork-join system as
Considering our assumptions about same processing rates and equal routing probabilities, it is sufficient to take the expression of an individual arbitrary queue to obtain the mean total system utilization.
Static Contention Probabilities.
We now improve the expression in Equation (4) further by an empirical calibration that considers static contention probabilities. This second step follows the idea that an arriving class r job affects W r and Q r depending on its routing probability p core r to a particular core in the fork-join construct. We account for this effect in the second part of the summation term by multiplying the class r queue length Q r with p core r to a particular core rather than scaling d r , since we have to guarantee that job r sojourns for at least d r in the system. This refinement step results in the following expression:
where p cont rv is defined as
While Equation (6) retains the same computational properties of Equation (4), we expect Equation (6) to result in a more accurate estimation of response times under concurrent workloads.
3.4.3. Load-Dependent Contention Probabilities. In this final step, we further improve the definition of contention probabilities over Equation (7). This extension modifies the queue length based on the probability of query pairs interfering with each other depending on the server utilization. With such an approach, we expect to be able to distinguish the impact of contention effects under light and heavy load scenarios more accurately. We therefore define p cont rv as p
The idea behind this approach is twofold. Under light load, the first summand in Equation (8) can be neglected, since the system utilization is at a low level. That means the major contribution comes from the term p core v p cont rv , expressing the probability that queries of class r are placed on the same queue as queries of class v. Under heavy load, we set this probability to one, since we assume that if the number of concurrent users is large enough, it will be unlikely that two queries do not interfere with each other. This is expressed by the first summand in Equation (8), which becomes 1.0, while the contribution of the second summand goes against zero. While we expect Equation (8) to markedly improve accuracy over Equations (4) and (6), it introduces a higher level of complexity than the latter when used in combination with nonlinear optimization. Hence, with our three AMVA extensions, we are facing the common problem of choosing the right trade-off between suitability of mathematical models for nonlinear optimization and their accuracy/complexity for respective predictions. To better justify which of the three AMVA extensions is most suitable for our optimization problem, we will first give an extensive experimental evaluation in the next section. During our evaluation, we denote the implementation of Equation (4) with TP-AMVA stat , Equation (6) with TP-AMVA prob , and Equation (8) with TP-AMVA prob util .
PREDICTION MODEL VALIDATION
Experimental Setup and Methodology
To understand the performance of our queueing predictive models, we will validate its per-class prediction accuracy against real traces from an IBM 4-socket in-memory database system. Subsequently, we will conduct a sensitivity analysis to explore the robustness of our technique under concurrent workloads while increasing the number of processing cores. We also refer to the validation against an in-memory database simulator in our previous work [Molka et al. 2014] .
4.1.1. Database Server Configuration and Trace Logs. For our evaluation, we consider the TPC-H benchmark traces introduced in Section 3. These traces record measurements from isolated runs for all 22 TPC-H query templates as well as response times, throughputs, and interarrival times for benchmark scenarios with 1, 4, 8, 16, and 32 concurrent users. We will use the former to parameterize our models; the latter will be considered for evaluation of the model prediction accuracy under concurrent workloads. In particular, we consider the traces for three different hardware systems, each with the same SAP HANA installation: an IBM 4-socket system (IBM4) with 1TB of main memory as well as the two 8-socket systems IBM8 and HP8, both configured with 2TB main memory. For each of these systems, 2-socket and 4-socket nonuniform memory access (NUMA) configurations were benchmarked, including the 8-socket configuration under IBM8 and HP8. To account for the different system parameters under these additional configurations, such as the varying number of processing cores and service times, we have run our IBM4 trace log analysis described in Section 3 on the available datasets from the new 2-socket, 4-socket, and 8-socket NUMA configurations.
Service Demand Estimation.
To parameterize our queueing model presented in Section 3.2.2, we need to extract per-class service times and parallelism from the available traces. Since Kraft et al. [2012] extracted these parameters to drive their in-memory database simulator, we review their process briefly, and extend it for use with our analytical model. To better illustrate this process, we represent our traces in Figure 6 by an exemplary job that is executed on a 4-core system. Figure 6 Case 1a shows the core activity, which was sampled during the execution of our job. We see that, over time, all 4 cores were utilized in different ways, that is, attributable to stalling threads or changes in thread affinity. Based on the sampled core activity, we divide the execution process of a query into P processing phases, as illustrated in Case 1b. Each processing phase is defined by its duration b p and its number of active processing cores c p , that is, 4 active cores in processing phase 1 and no active cores in processing phase 3. As mentioned earlier, the extraction of processing phases and active cores was done in Kraft et al. [2012] , with the aim to provide fine-grained service requirements. However, for our approximation, we favor a less complex parameterization that avoids additional processing overhead when integrated into optimization programs. This is why we determine the per-class service time d r and thread-level parallelism l r for use with our analytical model as aggregates of these measurements, d r = 
Model Parameterization.
To conduct the prediction model evaluation, we implemented AMVA, FJ-AMVA, and TP-AMVA in MATLAB R2014a and considered the following parameterization based on our estimated per-class service times and threadlevel information. For AMVA and TP-AMVA, we used the aggregated service demand d r , in which jobs visit processing queues only once. We also included an alternative parameterization of AMVA with d r = (l r /I)s r to explore its accuracy when using service times scaled by the thread-level parallelism over the number of available processing cores. Throughout the evaluation, we denote this parameterization with AMVA visits . In contrast, FJ-AMVA needed to be parameterized with the service times of jobs at each queue s ir . As detailed in Appendix A, we obtained these values from execution times of each active worker thread s t r running during execution of a class r job. We then mapped s t r , which naturally represent the service times needed by FJ-AMVA, onto s ir , where t is limited by the maximum number of threads T r per class r. As a problem of our traces, the available information about the placement of threads was insufficient. We addressed this by applying a Monte Carlo simulation, choosing random permutations of s t r = {s 1 r , . . . , s t r } with 1 ≤ t ≤ T r and assigning them to queue t, 1 ≤ t ≤ T r , before running FJ-AMVA. We then took the average response time of 100 iterations, which seemed reasonable to produce stable results. Finally, we approximated the class routing probabilities p r , with p r = 1/l r for our TP-AMVA implementation and p r = T r /I for FJ-AMVA.
Prediction of TPC-H Query Templates
4.2.1. Prediction Scenarios and Methodology. At first, we were interested in the per-class prediction accuracy of TP-AMVA under different multi-programming levels, including 1, 4, 8, 16, and 32 concurrent users (Con). We parameterized AMVA, FJ-AMVA, and TP-AMVA with system parameters of the IBM4 system, obtained from isolated query runs. Subsequently, we predicted the per-class response time for each of the R = 22 TPC-H query templates under concurrent workloads. Since each workload scenario is defined by a class population vector N = N 1 , . . . , N R and a think time vector Z, we used the respective trace think times for each concurrent user scenario (Con i ) and defined the population for class r as N r = Con i .
Due to the amount of workload scenarios across all prediction methods and query templates, we only give the trend of the per-class prediction accuracy. In particular, we look at one detailed example of how TP-AMVA, AMVA, and FJ-AMVA predict single-query templates. For this, we chose the Con 8 scenario and plotted the predicted response times of each method against the trace response times from Con 8 , given in Figure 7 . As a reference, we show a straight line in the form of y = x, which depicts an optimal prediction. Predicted class response times that fall above this line are optimistic, whereas those falling below this line are pessimistic.
Results.
We give the results of our per-class prediction analysis in Figure 7 . We notice that TP-AMVA prob predicts the majority of classes reasonably well and shows a slightly pessimistic behavior for most of the remaining query templates. We do not include TP-AMVA stat , since it shows similar, slightly more pessimistic results than TP-AMVA prob . Looking at our extension TP-AMVA prob util in scatter plot four, we note that this load-dependent modification of AMVA performs best. In contrast, the standard AMVA implementation, given by the second scatter plot in Figure 7 , tends to a strong pessimistic prediction behavior, as it does not account for the variable threading level in each query template. For AMVA visit , we observed that predictions were very optimistic, which indicates that the parameterization with the scaled service times does not improve prediction accuracy over AMVA. Interestingly, FJ-AMVA shows a diverse prediction character. On one hand, pessimistic predictions can be explained due to the summation term in the FJ-AMVA equation that produces higher response times for queries with high parallelism. On the other hand, optimistic predictions are caused by queries with low service times s ir at each core, which we suspect is due to the nonexponentiality in s ir .
We observed similar results for scenarios with 4, 16, and 32 concurrent users, and found that the per-class prediction accuracy across all methods slightly decreases the more concurrent users are active. We impose this on the problem classes with high parallelism (class 1,19) and classes with long execution times (class 9,21), for which all methods produced pessimistic response times. Apart from AMVA, which always seemed to result in pessimistic predictions, we explain the optimistic predictions for short running classes due to strong contention effects, which were difficult to accurately capture by the considered methods. We found the reason for this in our traces in the form of extreme blocking, which caused an increase in response times for short running queries by a factor of up to 1000 under Con 32 compared with Con 1 .
Sensitivity Analysis under Different Hardware Configurations
4.3.1. Evaluation Scenarios and Methodology. Having shown that TP-AMVA outperforms other methods under per-class prediction scenarios, we want to explore if our technique can be used to predict mean response times under different in-memory database system configurations. We are focusing specifically on the three in-memory database systems IBM4, IBM8, and HP8, introduced in Section 4.1.1, and conduct a sensitivity analysis to evaluate the robustness of our approximation along two different dimensions. At first, we are interested in the response time prediction accuracy when increasing the number of virtual processing cores, from 32 (2 sockets) to 64 (4 sockets) and from 64 to 128 (8 sockets). Since our IBM4 system is limited to 64 virtual cores (hyper-threading enabled), we chose IBM8 as a reference system for this analysis. Second, we will look at the model performance across different hardware types. In that case, we keep the number of sockets fixed to four and vary the hardware type from IBM4 to IBM8 and HP8. We consider the workload scenarios from our traces with 1, 4, 8, 16, and 32 concurrent users (Con 1,..,32 ). As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the think times in our traces are affected by the number of concurrent users that submit workloads that follow a class-switching model. We thus use the respective trace think times for each workload scenario. In addition, we determine the mean response time W based on the per-class throughput ratios as follows:
where the system throughput X is obtained as a sum over all per-class throughputs X r . Due to confidentiality, we normalize our results by the trace response time from Con 1 on the IBM8 4-socket configuration.
Results.
We show our first analysis across the dimension of varying numbers of processing cores/sockets in Figure 8 . From the trace results, we observe a different performance across all three system configurations, which we impose on the number of available sockets. The question is how our analytical approximations can cope under these scenarios. Surprisingly, all three TP-AMVA variants are able to capture contention effects very accurately across all IBM8 configurations. While TP-AMVA stat and TP-AMVA prob show a slightly pessimistic character under up to 8 concurrent users, TP-AMVA prob util can capture contention under light-load scenarios slightly better. This suggests that our contention model in Equation (8) improves accuracy notably. FJ-AMVA predictions tend to get more pessimistic the more concurrent users are active. We found the reason for this in the response times for query classes 1, 9, 19, and 21, all with distinct characteristics difficult to capture. Furthermore, we observed poor results for FJ-AMVA under the 2-socket scenario, which we attribute to skewed subservice times in the traces for this configuration. Moreover, we observed an extreme contention in our traces for the 2-socket scenario with 16 and 32 users. In these cases, each method, except the pessimistic AMVA, delivers optimistic predictions. TP-AMVA stat is actually closest to the traces; since it provides an upper bound to TP-AMVA prob and TP-AMVA prob util , the latter two are slightly worse.
Both AMVA approximations performed poorly, in particular AMVA, which is oblivious to threading levels. This resulted in strong pessimistic predictions, very similar across all hardware configurations. For graphical reasons, we omit these results in Figures 8 and 9 , but rather present them here for our IBM8 4-socket configuration: 2.32s, 11.01s, 22.4s, 47.34s, and 91.7s for 1, 4, 8, 16 and 32 users, respectively. In contrast, predictions of AMVA visit resulted in very optimistic response times due to the scaled service demands. We present the results of our second analysis across different hardware types in Figure 9 . In general, we can observe a similar behavior for each method with respect to all three system configurations. This suggests that varying the hardware type has only little impact on the predictive capabilities. We further report the relative prediction errors across all scenarios in Table II . From the results, we observe that TP-AMVA prob util notably improves TP-AMVA prob , falling below a 20% error across all system configurations. While TP-AMVA prob and its static pendant still retain a high accuracy, FJ-AMVA predictions are too inaccurate under high load scenarios, whereas the high relative error for both AMVA variants clearly shows that both methods cannot capture contention effects properly.
Summary
From the results of our per-class evaluations and our sensitivity analysis, we conclude that AMVA, AMVA visit , and FJ-AMVA, in its proposed form, are less suitable for modeling OLAP-based query workloads, whereas our correction turns out to be reasonably accurate and, due to its simplistic model, a good choice for the optimization program that we present in the next section. 
OPTIMIZING WORKLOAD PLACEMENT
Overview
In this section, we present an optimization methodology that aims at solving the challenge of placing analytical workloads on in-memory database clusters in a way that improves a particular objective, for example, memory occupation or response times. The link to our novel response time approximation, developed and evaluated in Sections 3 and 4, is the integration of its analytical expressions into our optimization program. This allows us to guide an optimization solver toward solutions that comply with customer-specific response time and throughput constraints as well as server utilization and memory constraints from the perspective of an infrastructure provider. We do not recommend using the standard AMVA for optimization. Its predictions are strongly pessimistic; thus, with given response time constraints, numerical solvers are faced with a very limited search space and would run quite often into infeasible solutions, as was the case in our test runs with AMVA.
Optimization Problem and Cluster Model
To represent an in-memory database cluster, we consider an aggregation of database servers, each modeled by a multiclass closed QN that shares a common load dispatcher, as detailed in Figure 10 . Consequently, we share the workload population N among all servers, whereby each server maintains the same dataset locally or is connected to a shared high-speed storage back end. Recall that analytical workloads are read-only; thus, the dataset location has no impact on the cluster performance after datasets have been loaded into main memory.
Since we are interested in the question of how jobs should be routed from our load dispatcher to each server, we seek optimal workload routing probabilities. Thus, for our optimization model, we designate p server kr as the probability of routing a class r request to server k and define N kr = N r × p server kr , 1 ≤ k ≤ K as the percentage of workload that goes to server k. Note that, in the remaining sections, we will use index k to refer to a specific server. In the next section, we will show how to model our workload routing problem with an appropriate optimization-based formulation.
Nonlinear Optimization Strategy
5.3.1. Queueing Predictive Functions. We present our optimization-based formulation in Equation (10). The objective F is generic and could include, but is not limited to, the minimization of memory consumption, response times, or TCO, as well as maximization of query throughputs or resource utilization. The objective is minimized by seeking routing probabilities p server kr that allow for near-optimal workload placement: 
Next, to the advantage of our methodology, being able to handle a variety of objectives, one important part is the queueing predictive functions, which we integrated in the form of TP-AMVA in Equations(10b) to (10g). In order to specify the solution of TP-AMVA in the form of a set of constraints, we had to introduce two more decision variables: the class r throughput X kr at server k and the class r response time W kr at server k. This was necessary since two of the three performance measures-queue length Q kr , throughput X kr , and response time W kr -must be chosen as decision variables given that we have two degrees of freedom in the relations of a closed queueing network. A further challenge that we had to overcome was to choose the right trade-off between suitability for nonlinear optimization and complexity/accuracy of our three TP-AMVA expressions. Since both probabilistic versions of TP-AMVA performed best, we followed a common approach employing the less complex expression, TP-AMVA prob , for the main optimization part and conducting a final optimization run with the more complex but also more accurate approximation, TP-AMVA prob util . This was necessary, since TP-AMVA prob util causes longer optimization times due to its additional contention expressions. However, we will quantify this overhead in Section 6 and show that TP-AMVA prob util could still be used solely in small/medium-scale optimization scenarios. We further defined δ krv = (N kr − 1)/N kr × (l kr /I k ) for v = r and δ krv = 1 in the case of v = r, with I k denoting the number of cores of server k. This accounts for the Bard-Schweitzer approximation as well as the probabilistic expression of TP-AMVA, both introduced in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. We further set a minimum workload of 1 job per class per server (10j), since the solution of queueing models for N r < 1 is not defined. In addition, we added utilization constraints in the form of U max k and ensured correct routing probabilities with Equation (10h). From a performance point of view, our method uses less variables compared with FJ-AMVA, which would introduce at least (I − 1) K × R additional binary variables to sort the response times for I processing cores, K servers and R classes. Since our optimization problem is nonconvex, we expect the number of local optima to grow when increasing the number of classes and servers as well as introducing different constraints for each server. This exacerbates the problem of finding a globally optimal solution and requires strategies such as multistart optimization.
Minimization of Memory Occupation.
We are now interested in applying our generic methodology to an important optimization problem that considers the minimization of memory consumption to prevent memory exhaustion and potential swapping inside an in-memory database cluster. We will also demonstrate the ease of integrating an additional memory occupation model into our optimization-based formulation. To represent this optimization problem, we chose the following objective function:
which minimizes the total sum of per-server memory occupation M k for K in-memory database servers. Since this requires a model to estimate M k , we developed a new memory occupation estimator of the following form:
and added it to the constraint set of our optimization program. In particular, for server k, we estimate M k by multiplying the per-class mean queue length Q kr of each class r with the per-class physical peak memory consumption m r that is recorded in our trace logs for that class. We hereby make the conservative assumption that memory occupation grows as a function of Q kr and that query classes do not share data residing in main memory. Additionally, we assume that forking of jobs and joining is not related to the change of memory consumption. Finally, we added the constraint M k ≤ M max k , ∀k, which allows us to control memory exhaustion, with M max k defining the memory threshold up to which we allow servers to be exhausted.
Evaluating the Memory Occupation
Model. Before evaluating our optimization program in the next section, we give a short analysis of our memory occupation model (Equation (12)), the main part of our minimization objective in Equation (11). For the evaluation, we predicted the peak memory occupation with TP-AMVA prob light under concurrent workloads with 1 to 16 concurrent users, and compared it with the actual physical peak memory recorded in our traces.
We present the results of this analysis in Figure 11 , which shows the peak memory occupation from the traces based on the counted per-class queue lengths Q r multiplied by the per-class peak memory m r as r Q counted r × m r (Traces). We further include the total peak memory recorded from the Linux /proc/<pid>/status file (Traces -total) and the peak memory predicted by TP-AMVA via r Q TPAMVA r × m r (TP-AMVA). Ideally, the value for the method Traces and Traces -total should be the same. We can see this behavior in the similar results on the IBM and HP configuration, which suggests that our approximation in Equation (12) is reasonably accurate. Furthermore, we attribute the gap under 8 and 16 concurrent users to outliers caused by the limited trace length of 1h. In addition, we explain the difference between Traces and TP-AMVA under Con 32 by the predicted queue length for query class 21. More specifically, we have found that class 21 causes the highest memory occupation, as shown in Figure 3 (c), which leads to big changes in the peak memory for small increases in Q. However, we observe that the queue length predicted with TP-AMVA prob light gives a good overall estimate of peak memory occupation in combination with Equation (12), keeping in mind that it is generally difficult to handle outliers in an MVA framework for which we do not have probabilistic measures.
NUMERICAL EVALUATION
Evaluation Scenarios
Throughout this section, we will focus on exploring our optimization problem given in Equation (10). For this, we varied the number of server instances K and class clusters R in K, R = 4, 8, 16. In particular, we employed k-means clustering in order to reduce our set of 22 TPC-H classes to a suitable number of clusters for the optimization process. We also refer to Appendix B for a more detailed analysis of prediction errors under class clustering. Furthermore, we defined the reference workload based on 22 classes in N = 176K (light load, 8 concurrent users × 22 classes) and N = 352K (heavy load, 16 concurrent users). Our class cluster populations N r are obtained by splitting N across all class clusters depending on the amount of queries falling into a cluster. Finally, we set memory constraints to affect the workload placement:
Evaluation Methodology
We compare the minimization of memory swapping for two interior-point-based local search methods fm (MATLAB's fmincon) and ip: (ipopt, Waechter and Biegler [2006] ), shipped with the OPTI Toolbox [Currie and Wilson 2012] . We particularly chose fm and ip to cope with nonlinear constraints in our optimization-based formulation. Since both methods rely on local solvers, we compared their multistart-based solution with the solutions found by two global solvers, scip [Achterberg 2009 ] and bmibnb [Loefberg 2004 ], as detailed in Appendix C. However, we observed that the upper bounds found by both global solvers tend to converge within only a few iterations. This indicates that multistart-based approaches are a suitable choice for solving our optimization model. Consequently, we use the fastest (scip) of the two global solvers to provide a lower bound on our optimization problem. This allows us to compute an optimality gap for fm and ip. We implemented our approaches in MATLAB using the modeling language YALMIP [Loefberg 2004 ]. Our scenarios were evaluated on an Intel Core i7 CPU with 2.40GHz and 8 physical cores. To cope with different local optima, we randomized P = 50 initial points for every tuple (K, R, N/K) and ran fm and ip using our own multistart implementation. In addition, we report the mean execution time and its standard deviation across all P local solver runs. More specifically, we exclude the YALMIP processing overhead and only report the actual solver time spent by fm and ip. We further set a timeout of 1800s to understand the performance at short time scales.
Results
6.3.1. Minimization of Memory Occupation. We present the results of our analysis in Table III . We observe that our methods fm and ip produce similar results regarding the memory occupation M for instances up to 8 servers and 4 classes. We explain this with the same algorithm that is used to solve the queueing models. However, we found that fm lacks under scenarios with more than 8 servers and 8 classes, which we attribute to the increased optimization time that fm requires to converge to a local optimum. We were also interested in the variability across found solutions and report the worst local optimum found by fm and ip in the rightmost columns of Table III . Under both light and high load, we noticed differences between the best and worst found solution of up to 16% under low load (K = 8, R = 8) and 36% under high load (K = 4, R = 4). We attribute the higher gap under heavy-load scenarios to the increased workload that introduces more possibilities of being distributed among all servers.
We further report the optimality gap between the best found solution of our methods fm and ip compared with the lower bound found by scip in the form of |m− scip lower |/m× 100, where m ∈{fm,ip}. We noticed that, under a light load, the possible improvements of solutions found by fm and ip fall below 13%. Under a heavy load, the difficulty of finding a global solution rises. We observe this through an increase of our optimality gap for ip by a factor between 2.15 (4,16) and 5.95 (4,4) compared with the respective light-load scenario.
Optimization Times.
To get an idea about the complexity of our optimization problem, we report the mean optimization times across all multistart runs for fm and ip, together with their respective standard deviations, in Table IV . We observed a large gap in mean optimization times between fm and ip, which is due to the fast C++ implementation of ipopt. We also note that, for method fm, high-load scenarios seem to be more difficult to solve, since utilization and memory constraints are more likely to be violated. Furthermore, we found that fm was unable to complete a single run within the given timeout of 1800s for instances with 16 servers and 8 classes under a low load as well as 8 and 16 classes under a heavy load. In contrast, ip retains short optimization times, more or less independent from the actual load. This is why we explored the maximum number of servers that ip can optimize when limited to 4 customer classes, and found that instances up to 512 servers could be solved in under 1000s per single run.
6.3.3. Workload Placement. Another question that we wanted to address is how our optimization program handles workload placement. We therefore investigated the instance with 4 servers and 4 classes under light and heavy loads. Figure 12 shows the workload distribution that we obtained with method ip after optimization as well as the query characteristics regarding service demand and parallelism. Under a light load, server 2 uses 125GB, whereas the other servers show a memory occupation of ≈15GB, meaning that no constraints are violated. However, the heavy-load situation looks different. The memory bound portion of our workload (class 4) is now dispatched to servers with a memory constraint of 512GB, in this case server 1 (using 340GB), since servers 3 and 4 are limited to 256GB. We also noticed that under a light load, in Figure 12 (a), classes with higher memory occupation, such as classes 2 and 4, are placed in a way that minimizes interference with other classes: class 4 on server 2, class 2 on servers 3 and 4. Note that at least one job per class is placed on each server, since closed queueing networks are not defined for N r < 1. Under a heavy load, resources on servers 2 to 4 are fully utilized. The effect that we can observe now is that the class with the highest memory occupation (class 4) is isolated on server 1 and collocated with a class of lowest impact (class 1) due to the remaining workload that cannot be handled by servers 2 to 4. From this, we conclude that our optimization program handles resource constraints appropriately.
6.3.4. Optimization Refinement and Validation. We now look into further refining our optimization results, as mentioned in Section 5.3.1. To better understand this refinement step, we detail our methodology in Figure 13 . In particular, we took the best solution found by method ip based on TP-AMVA prob as a starting point for a final run with TP-AMVA prob util . We then reversed the class clustering applied during the optimization process and used simulation to quantify the actual improvement that can be achieved by a refinement run with TP-AMVA prob util . Consequently, we determined the optimal workload distribution found by both TP-AMVA models, and used each as input for a final simulation run. We then computed the percentage of reduction in simulated memory occupation of TP-AMVA prob util over TP-AMVA prob . We detail these results in Figure 14 for the more relevant heavy-load scenario. In fact, the refinement step reduces the simulated memory occupation by approximately 7% across all scenarios. This clearly works in favor of our approach. Admittedly, we noticed that, during our experiments, using TP-AMVA prob util could slow down the solution process compared with TP-AMVA prob by a factor up to 20 due to its additional nonlinear expressions. Nonetheless, we found that we were still able to use TP-AMVA prob util during the entire optimization process for scenarios up to 8 servers and 8 job classes. For larger scenarios with up to 512 servers, however, we recommend using TP-AMVA prob and, if possible, conducting a final run with TP-AMVA prob util . -that on our optimization-based formulation, multistart-based local search strategies achieve a good optimality compared with global solvers -that class aggregation can help to improve optimization times while retaining a reasonable level of accuracy, in particular, in combination with TP-AMVA prob util -that our optimization methodology appropriately handles resource constraints under workload placement scenarios on in-memory database systems -and, finally, that fast interior-point-based methods, such as ipopt, can be used for optimization scenarios up to 512 servers and 4 classes, before optimization times exceed the set timeouts.
RELATED WORK
While more than a decade ago research introduced fundamental cost models for the entire memory hierarchy in a database system [Manegold et al. 2002] , currently ondemand provisioning of these systems is driving research further into database optimization and encourages the use of queueing networks [Osman and Knottenbelt 2012] .
Multi-tenancy and Scheduling
In Elmore et al. [2013] , classification-based machine learning is used to schedule tenants in multi-tenant databases. The authors characterize tenant and node-level behavior based on performance metrics collected from the database and OS layer, and validate their framework in a PostgreSQL environment. However, this work does not consider variable threading levels and puts focus mainly on transactional workloads. Workload characterization and response time prediction via nonlinear regression techniques for in-memory databases are proposed in Schaffner et al. [2011a] . The authors derive tenant placement decisions by employing first fit decreasing scheduling, but evaluate on a small scale only. Lang et al. [2012] Zhang et al. [2014] consider hardware and workload heterogeneity in Google's cloud data centers to optimize energy consumption by dynamically adjusting allocated resources. The authors use clustering approaches to reduce large heterogeneous workloads with distinct resource demands in CPU and memory, and combine probabilistic expressions of an open queueing model with a mixed-integer optimization approach to solve their provisioning problem. However, their methodology requires heuristics for finding a good solution. In , query demands are quantified by a finegrained CPU-sharing model, including largest deficit first policies and a deficit-based version of round-robin scheduling. The methodology applies to database-as-a-service platforms and is validated on a prototype of Microsoft SQL Azure. This work neglects characteristics for memory occupation. Almeida et al. [2006] and Rogers et al. [2010] introduce frameworks for nonlinear cost optimization applied to web service-based applications and cloud databases. The authors take SLO formulations and fine-grained CPU resource models into account, however, neglect variable threading levels of workload classes. In addition, Rogers et al. [2010] considered only the first 5 query templates of the TPC-H benchmark at small-scale factors, whereas our workload characterization illustrates the importance of the remaining queries and considers a scale factor of 100. Li et al. [2010] proposes a framework for multi-objective optimization of power and performance. The methodology applies to software-as-a-service applications and it is validated using a commercial software, SAP ERP. The approach is based on simulation and does not consider thread-level parallelism.
Prediction Models Duggan et al. [2011] , Wu et al. [2013] , and Suri et al. [2007] use multivariate regression and analytical models of closed QNs to predict query performance based on logical I/O interference in multi-tenant databases. However, these methods require detailed query access patterns and are evaluated for small numbers of jobs and batch workloads only. Ignored by the latter, thread-level parallelism is addressed by Kraft et al. [2012] and Alomari and Menascé [2014] , but despite using similar techniques, their approaches are computationally expensive or rely on exponential service time distributions. An interesting aspect was considered in Dan et al. [1988] . The authors used probabilities to model data and resource access conflicts in database systems to describe contention effects more accurately; however, they did not account for the extensive threading levels that occur in analytical workloads.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we have developed an extensible optimization methodology that can be used to optimize workload placement for clusters of in-memory database systems in cloud infrastructures. One important challenge that we had to overcome during the optimization was to accurately capture in-memory database performance along different dimensions, such as response times, memory occupation, and server utilization. However, at the time of this work, we have not been aware of any existing in-memory database performance models that are both accurate and suitable for large-scale optimization. This has motivated us to develop a novel analytic response time approximation for in-memory databases that considers thread-level fork join and per-class memory occupation, which, due to its analytical expressions, is highly suitable for nonlinear optimization. We have further shown that our analytical model exceeds the accuracy of existing approaches using real traces from a commercial in-memory database appliance, SAP HANA, for validation. Finally, we have conducted an extensive numerical evaluation that confirms the applicability of our optimization methodology on a large scale. Next to implementing our provisioning framework in a real in-memory database management system, possible directions for future work include the modeling of resource contention under multi-tenancy, in which client workloads are of transactional and operational character or are based on differently sized datasets. Other directions focus on resource allocation challenges, such as optimizing CPU and memory resources for multiple colocated tenant databases on multi-socket systems in order to provide performance guarantees.
APPENDIX
A. ESTIMATION OF SERVICE DEMANDS FOR FJ-AMVA
This section describes how we have estimated FJ-AMVA parameters. In addition to the core activity, introduced in Section 4.1.2, our traces record the number of threads T r pertaining to a class r job execution process as well as the execution times of each individual thread, excluding the duration in which a thread was not active. This information was not considered by Kraft et al. [2012] , thus prompted us to extract it from the raw traces. We illustrate this in Figure 15 , Case 2a, which lists all 7 threads that belong to our exemplary job, introduced in Section 4.1.2. We denote the execution time of each thread t pertaining to a job of class r with s t r , and since FJ-AMVA specifically requires this representation, we used s t r for its parameterization in our experiments. Additionally, FJ-AMVA assumes that the number of per-class tasks T r is not bigger than the number of available processing cores I. However, for some classes and for our example, with T = 7 and I = 4, this is not the case. Thus, we sort s t r and use only the first t ≤ I longest running threads, shown in Case 2b. We justify this, as for the majority of classes in our traces, where T r > I, s t r ≤ 0.2s for t > I. Since Jula [2012] used a sampling interval of 0.2s to collect the traces, these threads can be ignored because their execution time falls under the sampling inaccuracy.
B. EFFECTS OF CLASS CLUSTERING
As part of the evaluation of our optimization methodology in Section 6, we give here an additional analysis of the class clustering model that we used. In particular, we are interested in how the performance measures of our queueing model-such as system utilization U , memory occupation M, mean response time W, and system throughput X-are affected when parameterizing TP-AMVA with aggregated class parameters. We therefore clustered our set of R = 22 TPC-H classes with k-means (a priori normalized by z-score) across the two dimensions parallelism l r and service demand d r , depicted for the cluster sizes C = 2, 4, 8 in Figure 16 . This required us to redefine the workload ( N, Z), based on the original 22 class scenario with the number of per-class jobs defined by N r = Con i and the total number of jobs defined by N = R r N r . Subsequently, we estimated the number of jobs per class cluster N c as discussed in Cheng and Muntz [1996] according to the frequency of each class occurring in a cluster, which, in our case, is N c = r,r∈c N r . In addition, we estimated the per-cluster think times Z c under consideration of the response time law [Lazowska et al. 1984] , using the trace throughputs and response times from Con i : 
where c size denotes the number of classes falling into class cluster c. We determined the relative error of TP-AMVA prob under class clustering compared with a reference run using 22 classes under workload scenarios with 1, 4, 8, 16, and 32 concurrent users. Since we observed similar prediction errors under all scenarios, we only give the results of our class clustering analysis for 4 and 16 concurrent users in Table V . As expected, the more classes that we use the more accurate the prediction gets. However, we note that reducing the original class set from 22 classes down to 8 class clusters only slightly affects the prediction accuracy, whereas further clustering increases prediction errors notably. While errors using 4 class classes are still acceptable, we do not recommend using less clusters on our dataset, since this results in utilization and memory occupation estimates at an approximate error of 50%. Based on these results, we decided to consider 4, 8, and 16 classes for the evaluation of our optimization program in Section 6. 
C. JUSTIFICATION FOR A MULTISTART-BASED OPTIMIZATION APPROACH
In Section 6.2, we gave a brief explanation on why we used local solvers in combination with a multistart initialization approach to solve our optimization model. Here, we provide the results that support this solver choice. One obvious reason for this choice is that global optimization quickly becomes intractable with a growing complexity of a nonlinear optimization model. Thus, we used the local solver ip (based on ipopt) and explored how large the gap is between solutions of our multistart-based local solvers compared with global solvers. For this analysis, we chose two different scenarios, given in Figure 17 , which we ran until an optimality gap of 6% was reached. For both scenarios, we observed that the upper bound was minimized very quickly. This means that we generally do not need many iterations to achieve a good solution, which, in the worst case, could only further improve by 6%. We impose the difficulty of further reducing the optimality gap on the large search space spanned by our decision variables. However, the results suggest that our optimization problem is such that reducing the optimality gap further would have only little impact on the actual improvements, thus is a strong indicator for preferring a multistart approach based on ipopt. We also found that bmibnb takes longer to converge than SCIP due to its additional processing overhead. Thus, for our evaluation in Section 6, we used SCIP to provide a lower bound and ipopt to determine an upper bound on our optimization problem.
